Inspired Evidence: Only One Reality

By Julie VonVett & Bruce Malone

This extensively illustrated devotional shows how the evidence from every area of science, when properly interpreted, confirms rather than contradicts the Bible’s clear straightforward statements about Origins. Covering subjects from astronomy to zoology... alien life to fresh dinosaur tissue...fossil gaps to inspiring biological discovers—each page of this devotion confound evolution while building confidence in the reliability of God’s Word. This book is filled with fascinating awe-inspiring evidence for God’s handiwork and suitable for anyone from elementary students to college professors.

Julie VonVett is a science teacher for over 500 students in homeschool groups across Minnesota. She produces a regular column on the evidence for creation called “Have you considered...” and has been teaching the scientific evidence supporting biblical creation for over 20 years.

Bruce Malone worked for 28 years as a research leader for Dow Chemical and now speaks worldwide on the scientific evidence supporting biblical creation. He has authored four “laymen-level” books on the subject with over 100,000 copies in distribution.